"About Me" Slide
Creation/Presentation

- Objective: introduce yourself with an informational PowerPoint slide.

- Your slide must include the following to receive the full 25 points:
  1. Your **first and last name**.
  2. A **picture** (of yourself, your family, or just a picture you like/reflects you). You may have more than one picture.
  3. **Three (3) interesting facts about yourself** (surprise us!).
  4. Your favorite **inspirational quote** (Brainyquotes.com is a good place to look).

- On time/correct format/school appropriate.

- Your finished product should look something like this...
Mrs. Lynne Bondi

- I am one of the founders of M.R.H.S.
- I graduated from ASU, received my master’s degree from NAU, and was a Student Teacher Supervisor for U of A!
- I love running, reading, traveling, and spending time with my family.

“If you have built castles in the air, your work need not be lost; that is where they should be. Now put the foundations under them.”

~Thoreau
“What do we do when we’re finished, Mrs. Bondi???”

- Email slide to: lynne.bondi@dvusd.org
- **Subject line:** Last name & Period (e.g. Smith Period 4).
- Don’t forget to **ATTACH** slide to the email before sending!
- Slide due: **Thursday, Aug. 13th by 7:40 AM.**
- Presentations: **Friday, Aug. 14th in class. 😊**
- NOTE: you must convert your Keynote slide to a PowerPoint slide (open in another app, select PowerPoint) before sending it to me.
- Grade Category: **Speaking**/Listening (see Rubric on next slide)
About Me Slide Rubric

- First and last name +2 ______
- Picture(s) +3 ______
- Three facts +6 ______
- Quote +3 ______
- On time/correct format/school appropriate +3 ______
- Presentation +8 ______

Total = 25 points

??????'s

On to syllabus! Highlighters out!!